TUTORIAL MACESSENTIALS
WORKSHOP TO PREPARE FACULTY TO TUTOR IN THE MD PROGRAM

The MD Program offers this faculty development opportunity in conjunction with the Program for Faculty Development.

This 3.5 hour workshop is required preparation for faculty members who aspire to tutor in the MD Program. It is offered to interested participants before they begin to tutor and includes an opportunity to observe an actual tutorial in progress (arranged at a mutually agreeable time).

This workshop is intended for eligible faculty who expect to tutor in the MD program in the upcoming year. Residents, clinical fellows, and other individuals wanting a broad introduction to PBL are encouraged to register in How Do I Do PBL Tutoring?: Facilitating Problem Based Learning 101, offered by the Program for Faculty Development. Visit fhs.mcmaster.ca/facdev/

The MacEssentials workshop is offered twice each year, typically in January and June.

Next session: Wednesday, Jan. 8, 2020 or Wednesday, June 10, 2020 from 6:00 to 9:30 pm

Objectives:
At the end of this workshop, participants will:
• Explain PBL as a philosophy and a method.
• Define the active learning components of a student-centered PBL tutorial.
• Explain the group facilitation skills necessary to create effective group process.
• Describe the components that contribute to tutorial assessment in the MD program.

Eligible for FHS Program for Faculty Development Academic Pathways – BEST: 3.5 hrs/session

For additional information and registration, please contact:

Jen Bowen
bowen@mcmaster.ca
(905) 525-9140 x22981